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PRESENTATION
Basic idea
There are good reasons for reducing the weight of trucks – in particular of heavy trucks. The lightweight aluminium 
construction reduces the weight of the fl eet, at the same time increases the trailer payload and thus offers a 
considerable competitive advantage.
There is still a great deal of weight-saving potential for the axles of truck trailers. For this reason, the LEIBER Group 
developed, in co-operation with the customer, a forged aluminium component substitutes the previous iron casting 
solution.

Design and development of structure
When in motion, the truck trailer is subjected to various forces. There are various possible solutions to compensate 
for these dynamic drive forces. One of these is the air bellows, which ensure gentle suspension in every respect and 
are therefore the preferred solution.
The bellows are installed via a bellows support on the outsides of the trailer axle.
As mounting for the suspension of the truck trailer, the bellows support is subjected to enormous forces. For this 
reason, it must have excellent mechanical properties. So far, this requirement has been met with ductile cast iron 
material (formerly globular iron casting).
As an aluminium expert, the LEIBER Group developed a forged aluminium version of the suspension beam.
To meet the requirements for the component, LEIBER changed the geometry to a bionic structural analysis, taking the 
material parameters and production restrictions into consideration.

Advantages of the innovation
Work on the innovation produced an aluminium suspension beam which is 50% lighter than the previous model. 
The low weight of the suspension beam therefore increases the trailer payload.
In addition, with the new design LEIBER achieves a more homogenous distribution of stress in the component. 
This means that all acting loads are more evenly absorbed by the air suspension beam.
Further advantages are provided by the aluminium alloy AluXtrem® and processing thereof. As no cathodic dip 
painting (CDP) is required for the wrought aluminium component (passive layer on the surface), the process chain 
after machining is shorter. This results in shorter delivery periods.
In component testing, the customer benefi ts in that an already highly developed component requires fewer 
adaptation cycles, test bench costs are reduced and time is therefore saved.
Through the use of corrosion-resistant aluminium forgings (here: AluXtrem®) for trucks, component reliability can 
defi nitely be increased.
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Initial geometry of ductile cast iron
(Cast iron)
Weight: 8.4 kg

bionically optimised geometry
Weight: - / -

Final geometry of
ductile aluminium alloy
AluXtrem®

Weight: 3.85 kg


